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PREFACE.
 0O0----

The work described in this Thesis was begun in 
September, 1922, when I was awarded a Carnegie Research 
Scholarship in Pathology* The Scholarship was renewed 
for the year 1923-24, and the work has been continued up 
to date*

My thanks are due to Professor Leonard Findlay for 
his help and encouragement and for his kindness in allowing 
me to make full use of the wealth of clinical material 
under his care in the Royal Hospital for Sick Children.

I have taken the liberty of including in the series 
of cases of leukaemia a child which I saw in the Wards 
under the oare of Professor T. K. M0nro who kindly allowed 
me to examine the case.

The experimental work in connexion with Fowl Anaemia 
and Leukaemia was carried out in the Pathological Depart
ment of the university and Western Infirmary of Glasgow 
under the direction of Professor Muir and Professor 
Browning whom I should like to thank for their valuable 
help and criticism*

All the paintings and photographs were done by
Mr./



Mr* J* Kirkpatrick, Senior Laboratory Assistant in Pathology, 
from specimens prepared by me* I wish to express my 
gratitude to him for the trouble he has taken*



I* THE PHYSIOLOGY OF THIS BLOOD AND HAEMOPOIETIC TISSUES
IS EARLY LIFE.

 ------- 0O0--------

Having passed a more or less passive existence in 
utero during which time it derived from the parent all 
the nourishment necessary for the growth and development 
of its organs and tissues, the child, after it has drawn 
its first few breaths, begins life as a separate being 
who, in order to survive, must bring in to action all 
the physiological armament of which it is possessed* The 
respiratory apparatus ensures the aeration and the digestive 
apparatus ensures the nutrition of the tissues, while the 
excretory systems arrange for the removal of the waste 
products of katabolism* Further, the greater part of the 
healthy Infant's life is passed in sleep which enables the 
body tissues to accumulate sufficient energy to meet the 
demands made upon them during the periods of wakefulness*
In this way the sudden and abrupt change of estate which 
must come as no small shook to the organism is met by 
Fature who, in her wisdom, supplies the means for dealing 
with this, the first emergency which greets the birth of 
a new Soul*

After birth changes take place in every tissue and 
in none are they more interesting than in the blood: but 
before describing the changes in this vital material it 
semss/



seems advisable to give an account of the haemopoletlc 
tissues in early life and to trace the development of 
the blood cells*



THE HAEMOPOIETIC TISSUES IF THE FOETUS AFP INFANT.

(1)* LIVER* That the liver acts as a haemopoletlc
organ in the human foetus between the 8th week and the 8th

(1)month has been proved by a number of workers. (Browning,
(2) (5) (4)

Mollier, Nathan, and Schriddle among others).
In sections of foetal liver one may observe, situated 

between groups of liver cells and lined by a single layer 
of flattened endothelium, sinuses which contain nucleated 
red cells, megaloblasts, a few normal red cells and varying 
numbers of Lympholdocytes* These latter cells are about SO 
microns in diameter and, when stained with polychrome 
methylene blue, show a large pale nucleus which is often 
slightly indented and which contains one or more small 
purple staining foci of concentrated chromatin. The proto
plasm is deeply basophile and may be seen to contain an 
astrosphere situated near the indentation of the nucleus* 
This cell may be likened to the "negative of an ordinary 
lymphocyte." (Boudet).

In the liver, however, there is another source of 
blood formation besides the intravascular. In the substance 
of the liver tissue, between the liver cells and beneath 
the endothelium, areas may be seen containing lympholdocytes 
erythroblasts, erythrocytes and, to a lesser extent, early 
forms of granular cells (myelocytes). It is these areas 
which constitute the chief source of blood formation in 
the/
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th© foetal liver. The cells are f>robably born Into the
general circulation by ruptures occurring at various points(5)of the endothelial lining. (Jolly).

About the eeventh or eighth month of Intra-uterine
existence this source of blood cells is no longer necessary
and so, having fulfilled their purpose, these haemopoletlc
areas come to be destroyed by the liver cells themselves
and by the endothelial cells* (Kupffer cells) which have

(#8)active phagocytic properties. Nathan and Larier have 
observed red cell formation In the liver even after birth 
in certain Infants who have died from various causes and 
some writers believe that in the severe anaemias of Infancy 
the foetal organs again become active.

(2). BONE MARROW. The foetal marrow at first consists 
of a spongy network of connective tissue cells which later 
become replaoed in greater part by large mononuclear cells 
identical with those already described as lympholdocytes.
Such cells are multipotential and from them are formed 
both the granular cells and the erythrocytes. The marrow 
also contains definite small areas of lymphocyte formation, 
but, apart from Lymphatic Leukaemia, this source of lymphocytes 
may be regarded as negligible. By the seventh or eighth 
month the bone marrow has developed sufficiently to be able 
to take over the blood formation for the whole of the body 
and it is about this time that the liver ceases to aet as 
a/



5.

(1)a haeroopoietic organ- Browning, In his study of foetal 
white cell production, states that "there can he little 
doubt that the function of granular leucocyte production 
exercised by the red bone marrow in the adult is nothing 
more than a survival in one suitable situation of a process 
which* in the embryo, was carried on widely throughout 
the perivascular connective tissue of the various organs#"

In the infant the red marrow extends throughout the 
whole length of the long bones and contains a very small 
quantity of fat# It is only in later years that the marrow 
tissue at the ends of the bones is replaced by fat# on 
microscopical examination of the marrow one is struck by 
the tremendous activity of the leucoblastio elements in 
its structure# A smear of the bone marrow when stained 
shows a far greater proportion of myelocytes than is to 
be observed in the adult tissue#

Thus, in the young child, the whole of the marrow is 
aetibg at "full pressure" in order to maintain the 
physiological characters of the blood and, In consequence, 
the Individual has no reserves upon which to fall back in 
case of emergency# The result of such a state of affaire 
is that, in the event of any deleterious influence tending 
to destroy the blood cells, immature forms will readily be 
thrown into the circulation# As will be Shown later, this 
is exactly what does occur in infants who suffer from a 
great variety of disease processes#

At present I am engaged upon a study of the bone marrow 
in/ -



in infancy and childhood but the amount of work done does 
not Justify any remarks or conclusions.

(3)# SFLEER, THYMUS & PLACEMTA. There is reason to 
believe that baematogenesis takes place to a limited extent 
in these organs but such sources may be regarded as of very 
minor importance-



7.
THE P.EVILOPMEKT OF THE BLOOD Cff.T.S.

 0O0-----

Chiefly as a result of the work of Pappenheim, Wolff,
Dominici and others on the human haemopoletlc organs and 
in view of our knowledge of the comparative cytology of 
the lower vertebrates there seems to be a general agreement 
at the present time that all the somatic cells have a common 
ancestor in the undifferentiated connective tissue cell* This 
cell is multipotential and may give rise to osteoblasts, myo
blasts, fibroblasts, haemoblaste, etc* It is with the baemo- 
blast that we are concerned just now* The primitive haemoblaet 
or Lymphoidocyte has already been described when considering 
haematogenesie in the liver, but let me repeat that it is a 
round cell, about 20 microns in diameter, with a large pale 
nucleus containing one or more small masses of concentrated 
chromatin and it is surrounded by a narrow ring of deeply 
basophlle protoplasm in which an astrosphere may sometimes 
be seen* It will be noticed that this description applies 
exactly to that cell which is met with in the blood in 
myelogenous leukaemia and in cases of very severe anaemia 
in children and which is called a Myeloblast* (Haegli)*
In these diseases the myeloblast is looked upon as the 
primitive cell of the granular series and the parent of 
the myelocyte* An examination of the bone marrow in such 
cases confirms the accuracy of this view because every form 
of transition from the non-granular myeloblast (or lymphoidocyte) 
to the myelocyte containing either neutrophile, eosinophil# or 
basophile granules may be observed*



8*

On the other hand, It has already been shewn that the
lymphoidocyte is the precursor of the erythroblastB in the
blood - forming areas of the liver during foetal life.
Characteristic changes occur in the conformation of the
nuclear chromatin which first adopts the "wheel shaped"
arrangement around the periphery and, later, becomes condensed
to form a cloeely packed reticulum* These nuclear changes
are associated with the appearance of haemoglobin In the
protoplasm causing it to stain first in a polychromatic
and then in an orthochromatio manner*

Finally, it is well known that in certain examples of
acute leukaemia it is difficult to decide whether they are
of myelogenous or lymphatic origin because the large cells
present in the blood may either b& primitive lymphocytes or

(7)myeloblasts* Shaw Dunn has shown that, in a proportion of 
cases, the oxidase reaction may help to establish the exact 
nature of the cells; but this, however, does not alter the 
fact that the most primitive forms of lymphoblasts and myeloblasts 
cannot be differentiated by any known names* If the bone 
marrow from a case of acute leukaemia of the large eell type 
be examined a considerable proportion of these cells may be 
observed which do not give a positive oxidaee reaction and, 
further, transition forms between such cells and large or 
small lymphocytes can be seen* The obvious conclusion is 
that the lymphoidocyte may also be the parent of the lymphocyte* 

Owing/
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Owing to the multipotential character of the primitive
blood cell It has been described In haematological literature(8)
under no less than 80 different names but nowadays the term
"Lymphoidocyte" has become more or less universal in connexion
with this cell and because, in my opinion, none of the synonyms
are more suitable, I have therefore retained it*

The following schemSL describes the modern view of blood
cell development and shows that the lymphoidocyte is to be
regarded as the common parent of all the blood cells because,
acting under the influence of forces as yet ux&nown to us, it
may give rise to erythroblaste, myelocytes and lymphocytes*

^differentiated connective tissue cell*1 " Megalftkaryocyte
Lymphoidocyte

r ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - *- - - - - - rErythroblast Myelocyte Lymphocyte Platelets.
{ (a) Neutrophile

Erythrocyte (b) Eosinophile ^(c) Basophil e Polymorphonuc 1 ear 
fa) Neutrophils
(b) Bos&nophlle
(c) Mast cell*



 ooo-----

At birth there is a polycythaemia which is due to the 
increased activity on the part of the haemopoietic tissues 
and also to the loss of fluid from the body by evaporation*
At this time the red cell count is between 6 and 7 million 
per c*mm* The haemoglobin is also high and the colour 
index is about unity* The leucocyte count is usually about
20,000 per c*mm* of which 60 per cent are neutrophil poly- 
morphonucleare. On examination of film preparations the 
red cells are found to show a uniform degree of staining 
and there is very little abnormality regarding either their 
size or shape* A scanty number of normoblasts are present*
The white cells show no unusual features and myelocytes are 
absent as a rule* During the first few weeks of life the 
red cells fall to between 4 and 5 million per c*xsm* and 
within a very short time the nucleated red cells have all 
disappeared* This fall in the erythrocyte count is probably 
due partly to the dilution of the blood resulting from the 
balance between the Intake and output of fluid, and partly 
to the destruction of red cells which is taking place at
this time, as is manifested by the rapid disappearance of

andthe nucleated forms,/the slight degree of Jaundice which is 
so common shortly after birth* At fjrst the haemoglobin falls 
in proportion to the erythrocytes, but, Instead of being 
arrested/
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arrested when the red cells find their normal level, it 
continues to fall very slowly until about the sixth month 
when the average reading is about 70 per cent* The haemoglobin 
usually remains at this level until the fifth year after which 
it begins to rise* The adult reading of between 90 and 110 
per cent is probably reached sometime between the ninth and 
twelfth year. I am not aware of any theory which will explain 
satisfactorily this chlorotic state of the blood in infancy* 
That the diet of the infant is relatively poor in iron does 
not afford an adequate explanation unless it is assumed that 
the liver cells do not store up the greater portion of the 
iron derived from the physiological destruction of the red 
cells*

Simultaneously with the decrease in numbers of the
erythrocytes the leucocyte count falls from about 20,000 to
10,000 per o*mm* This decrease occurs entirely at the
'expense of the neutrophil polymorphonuclears* Meanwhile
the lymphocytes show a steady increase both relatively and(9)
absolutely* The following chart (after Hutchison ) shows 
the proportion of polymorphonuclears to lymphocytes at 
various ages*



Chart showing tho physiological variations in the 
number of white cells from birth to the

20,000

15,000
r

10,000

5,000

1st 1st 6 th3rdAt 6 th
Birth Weak MStolh Year YSatfc Year

Prom the above chart It will be seen that the average 
white cell count varies between 15,000 at six months and 
about 10,000 at the third year* After the first week of 
life the variation in the white cell count depends entirely 
on the number of lymphocytes which are present because 
the/



the polymorphonuclears remain very constant at about 5,000 
per c*mm*

The adult ratio of polymorphonuclears to lymphocytes 
is reached by the sixth year of life, but I have observed 
oases in which it was delayed until several years later*
It would appear that just as abnormalities of certain tissues 
produce the various conditions which are grouped together 
under the general heading of Infantilism, so may the haemo
poletlc and adenoid tissues retain their infantile features 
and reflect them in the blood as shown by a persistence of 
its two chief characteristics as emphasized by Hutchison* 
viz. (1) Its chlorotlc state and (2) The preponderance of 
the cells of the non-granular series* This latter phenomenon 
is due to the intense activity on the part of the adenoid 
tissues throughout the body* The reason for this adenoid 
hyperplasia is unknown, because, unless the lymphocytes 
subserve some purpose vital to the growth of the organism 
as a whole, it is difficult to understand why all this 
energy is being liberated*



3.4*

LHJCOCYTIC REACTIONS TO ACUTE INFECTIVE 
PROCESSES.

------- OOO--------

In most oases of infection with pyogenic organisms 
the hone marrow reacts by throwing in to the circulation 
an increased number of cells of the granular series*
The leucoblastic apparatus is called upon to supply an 
increased demand for polymorphonuclear leucocytes and 
it seems to do this with considerable ease* On the other 
hand, these cells are carried off into the blood stream 
before they have reached maturity* This, however, is 
just what is to be expected when it is recalled that the 
marrow has no reserves upon which to fall back in the 
event of an emergenoy* When a film of the blood is 
examined the nuclei of the granular cells are usually 
found to have only two lobes and this is significant 
of the youth of these cells* Such cells may be called 
Meta-myelocytes or Transitionals* In examples of simple 
leucocytosis In children myelocytes are quite common but 
they are rarely present in a proportion of more than 3 per 
cent*

If we turn our attention to the behaviour of the 
lymphocytes in examples of simple leucocytosis it will 
generally be found that they are either normal or diminished 
in/



15.
in number.

In a critical review of the more recent literature in
which it is stated that sepsis may he an occasional cause of(10)
an absolute lymphocytisis, Tidy concludes that there is no 
satisfactory evidence of such being the case. Tidy gives no 
criteria showing what he would regard as sepsis but, it must 
be admitted that the examples he quotes from the literature
would tend to support his conclusion.

*If, however, pneumonia in infancy may be regarded as a 
septic condition; I have observed four cases in which there 
was an absolute lymphocytosis. The cases are detailed in the 
following table, along with a number of others which show what 
is regarded as the normal reactions to such infective processes.
Tables showing difference between calculated and expected

number of Lvmnl ocytes ir various conditions. _
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Difference*

26 13 Marasmus 14,500 6,856 • 9,000 Minus 2,200
29 13 Diarrhoea 14,800 4,633 9,000 4,40073 14 Marasmus 20,000 3,720 9,000 5,300
40 13 Pneumonia 17,200 3,440 9,000 5,600
38 9 Pneumonia 23,100 6,930 9,000 2, 100
15 11 Marasmus 25,400 7,874 9,000 1,200
18 3 Pneumonia 17,900 4,117 9,000 4,900
105 26 Bronchitis 15,600 1,762 6, OoO 4, 30041 25 Pyelitis 14,600 4,614 6,000 1,400
112 33 Pneumonia 20,400 3,590 5,000 1,5001 1? Pneumonia 21,000 8jr060 7,500 - - - - -
32 24 Pneumonia 23,400 6,084 6,000
100 31 Abscess of ' “ - . . ✓ 0 *

' Lung* 19,600 6,272 5,500 --
2 17 Pneumonia 22,700 14,775 7,500 Plus 7, 20023 18 Pneumonia 19,000 9,785 7,500 2,2006 19 Purpura _

simplex* 16,700 10,955 6,500 4,400
13 30 Pneumonia 29,200 10,220 5,500 4,70090 14 Pneumonia 49,600 13,392 9,000 4,000



The following are the average figures obtained 
from an analysis of the four cases which show an absolute 
lymphocytosis.

It will be observed from the Table that there is a*
case of purpura Simplex in which there Is a lympho
cytosis. I can make no comment on the phenomenon because 
we are very much in the dark regarding the explanation of 
lymphocytosis in general.

With reference to the four oases of pneumonia, it Is 
not clear what Is the explanation of this reaction to 
Infection on the part of the lymphatic apparatus. If It 
were due to some unknown chemiotaotic influence exerted 
by the infective agent (as in Whooping Cough, for Instance) 
the phenomenon should be almost general in cases which are 
clinically identical. Such, however, appears not to be the 
case.

I cannot help thinking that it must come to be 
explained by a hyper sensibility of the lymphatic system 
present in certain individuals and somewhat closely 
related to that loosely defined condition known as the 
Status Lymphaticus. It is known that in many examples 
of sudden death in children while asleep or under the 
influence of narcotics an abnormal hyperplasia of the 
thymo-/

Total White Cell Count 
Expected No* Lymphocytes. 
Calculated No* Lymphocytes* Difference*

30,125*
"7,375*12,063*
4,688.



thymo-lymphatic system is the only pathological feature(11)detected at the autopsy: and, further McNeil has shown 
that a similar finding may he made in certain cases of 
pneumonia in which the patient died suddenly without showing 
the usual reactions to the disease*



SUMMARY.
—  — oOo----

1* A short description is given of the haeroo- 
poietic tissues in the foetus and young child and it is 
observed that they are working at such a high pitch that 
the organism has virtually no reserves upon which to fall 
back In the event of any toxic process tending to destroy 
the blood cells.

2. The development of the erythrocytes, granular cells 
and lymphocytes Is described and it is explained how they 
all come to be regarded as the offspring of the Lymphoidooyte 
which, in its turn, is derived from the Undifferentiated 
Connective Tissue Cell*

5* A description is given of the ohanges which take 
place in the actual and relative numbers of the various 
blood cells from birth until about the sixth year. It is 
6hown that in infancy the blood is ohlorotio and that the 
colour index seldom reaches unity* There is also an un
explained adenoid hyperplasia which is manifested in the 
blood by a reversal of the adult ratio of lymphocytes to 
polymorphonuclears•

4* The leuoocytic reactions to pyogenic infective 
processes are described and it is shown that in most cases 
the bone marrow throws into the circulation an Increased 
number/



number of granular cells, a varying proportion of which have 
not reached maturity* In certain Instances, In addition to 
a neutrophils leucocytosis,there is an absolute lymphocytosis; 
and It is suggested that an explanation for this phenomenon 
may be found by assuming a hypersensibllity of the lymphatic 
system and thus considering it as one of the less grave mani
festations of the Status Lymphaticus.



II* LEUKABJIA IN INFANCY AHD CHILDHOOD. 
------ 0O0------

20.

Leukaemia must be regarded as a relatively uncommon 
disease and, therefore, in order to gain a reasonably 
comprehensive idea of its symptomatology and haematological 
features I have collected 100 cases of the disease occurring 
in children under 8 years of age. (See Appendix).

In this series there are 70 cases of Lymphatic Leukaemia, 
19 of Myelocytic Leukaemia and 11 of the so-called Myelo- 
blastlc Leukaemia.

The greatest care has been taken in selecting the 
cases so that there could be little or no doubt as to the 
diagnosis* This was especially difficult in regard to 
examples of Myelocytlo Leukaemia because a number of cases 
reported under this diagnosis would almost certainly appear 
to be examples of severe anaemia in childhood or the so- 
called von Jaksch's Anaemia.

However, I believe the series of cases here quoted 
to be genuine and to give a reasonably accurate account of 
the symptomatology and blood changes in the various forms 
of Leukaemia in infancy and childhood.

In view of the fact that the symptoms of all forms 
of leukaemia in childhood are very similar they will be 
treated together and when there Is any marked difference 
it will be clearly shown* The blood changes will be described 
separately.



21.

ETIOLOGY >
------ oOo----- -

It is not proposed at this point to enter into a 
disoussion on the special etiology of leukaemia but in 
Part II of this Thesis there is an account and discussion 
regarding the observations which have been made with 
reference to the etiology of this disease* Only the general 
features in the etiology of leukaemia will be considered 
here*

Age* The following Table shows the result of an 
analysis of the ages of the cases in this series*

Table I*
Age in years* 1st* 2nd* 3rd* 4th* 5th* 0th* 7th* 8th*

Lymphatic• 12 13 8 10 6 0 5- 2
Myelocytic • 7 4 2 0 0 3 0 3
Lymphoido-

cytic.
0 1 2 1 2 2 1 2

Totalt- 17 18 12 . 17 10 11 0 7

Prom this table there is one interesting fact to be 
learnedt namely that there are roughly twice as many cases 
of leukaemia occurring in the first four years of life as 
there are In the subsequent four years* This is well 
demonstrated in the following chart in which the cases 
are arranged in biennial periods*



Chart showing ago incidence of Leukaemia in 
biennial periods(100 cases).

30

10

42 6 8
Age in Years

In nos* 4, 41, 48 and 63 the age of the infant when 
it came under examination was below two monthe and it seems 
probable that these may be regarded as examples of congenital 
leukaemia* The latter case came under my own observation 
in Professor Findlay^ wards and the history seemed to 
date back to the time of birth* In each it was stated 
that the mother was not suffering from leukaemia and this 
may be expected because there are several oases on record 
in which women who were the victims of leukaemia have 
given birth to normal children* These facts have been
brought/
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brought forward against the theory that leukaemia Is 
Infective in origin and they seem to support the view 
that it is related to the malignant processes; "a sarcoma 
of the blood*" (Banti)*

Sex* In 94 of this series the sex was known and of 
these 32*87 per cent were males* This is in accordance 
with the statements generally made that the disease is 
more common in the male subject*

Social Conditions* There is no evidence that 
leukaemia is relatively more common among the poorer 
classes than the wealthy* The only observation which I 
have made in this connexion is that, in so far as my limited ‘ 
experience goes, the disease appears to be more common among 
country dwellers than among those who live in the large towns* 
I make this observation with every reservation but it would 
be interesting if accurate statistics could be furnished on 
this point*



24.

SYMPTOMATOLOGY*
 OOo -

Onset. The onset of leukaemia may be Insidious or 
abrupt. In the former case the patient gradually becomes 
less active; he may be lethargic and somnolent; he is frequently 
irritable and suffers from loss of appetite; he tends to lose 
weight and, as a rule, he becomes pale* This stage may last 
for one or two months and the diagnosis of the disease is 
difficult, but, sooner or later, increasing pallor, haemorrhages, 
enlargement of the spleen or superficial lymphatic glands will 
appear and suggest the existence of some grave disorder of 
the blood. These symptoms may occur independently of any 
previous illness or they may follow such diseases as malaria 
(nos. 34 and 36), pneumonia (no. 18), or mumps (no.56).

When the onset is abrupt the patient may be suddenly 
stricken down with fever and great prostration. On examination 
neither the spleen, liver, nor superficial lymphatic glands 
may show any palpable enlargement and the only symptom likely 
to suggest the possibility of leukaemia may be either a purpuric 
rash or a Bevere attack of epiBtaxis. However, even in the 
cases with the most acute onset the patient generally lives 
long enough for the majority of the main clinical features of 
the disease to manifest themselves.

Symptoms. The following table illustrates the symptoms
of leukaemia in infancy in the order of their frequency. In
a regrettable number of instances no note has been made to
indicate the presence or absence of a particular symptom, 
but/ _______________— —
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but such is to*be expected in any analysis of this kind.
TABLE II.

Analysis of syiaptor.-s. Present. Absent.

Enlarged Spleen. 02 7
Enlarged Glands. 84 15Haemorrhages. 78 8
Fever. 70 7
Enlarged Liver. 70 19
Digestive disorders. 44 6Gingivitis and Stomatitis. 37 7Cardiac Murmurs. 30 9Enlarged Tonsils* 24 11Albumenuria. 20 20Oedema. 19 13Dyspnoea. 17 3
Pain • 16 11Retinal changes. 12 6

It will be observed that there are five principal 
symptoms, namely enlargement of the spleen, liver and 
lymphatic glands; haemorrhages and fever. The other 
symptoms, although they may constitute an important part 
of the general picture in given cases, are of relatively 
infrequent occurrence*

We shall now consider these and other features of 
the disease in detail.

(1). Splenic enlargement* Enlargement of the spleen per 
se during the first four years of life is of little significance 
for it is well known that in many examples of pneumonia, 
tuberculosis, syphilis and gastro-enteritis in infancy the 
spleen becomes palpable and may even appear as a very large 
mass/
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(1)mass in the abdomen* In the more severe forms of anaemia
the spleen is almost constantly palpable although the degree
of enlargement bears no relation to the severity of the (2)
anaemia. Enlargement of the spleen, however, appears to 
be the most constant symptom in leukaemia during childhood 
and it is advisable to make a blood examination in every 
case presenting this feature, because, although there may 
be no evidence of leukaemia, there is always something to 
be learned from a study of the appearances of the blood*
The spleen often fluctuates in size to a small extent during 
the course of the disease and when the volume diminishes, as 
it does after a haemorrhage or an attack of diarrhoea, the 
parents sometimes offer the opinion that the child is looking 
better and that the appetite has improved* During the last 
few days of the illness it is often noticed that the spleen 
decreases in size and this may be associated with a similar 
decrease in the size of the superficial lymphatic glands and 
with a fall in the white cell count*

(2). Glandular Enlargement. Prom the table it will 
be observed that in all but 13 cases there was some degree 
of glandular enlargement, although in a number of the children 
the Increase was either very slight or limited in extent* The 
significance of the occasional absence of glandular enlargement 
is interesting in that it seems to show once and for all that 
the primary lesion is in the bone marrow. Nowadays it appears 
to/
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to be an accepted fact that the blood is never leukaemia 
until definite changes characteristic of the disease have 
taken place in the bone marrow, and the occasional instances * 
of leukaemia which arise from time to time showing no enlarge
ment of the glands "go to prove that acute leukaemia, whether 
lymphoid or myelocytic, is due to changes in the bone marrow,
the other haemopoietic organs being involved, if at all,

(3)secondarily." This is in accordance with the opinions(4) (5) (a) (7)
expressed by Neumann, Walz, Pappehheim, Brandenburg
and others.

In the oases presenting enlargement of the glands the 
most common group appears to be the cervical glands. The 
mesenteric glands are almost always enlarged but it is not 
often that they can be palpated with certainty. The medi
astinal and bronchial glands are also frequently involved 
and may give rise to distressing symptoms.

(5). Haemorrhages. Bleeding may occur in three forms;
(a) a purpuric rash, (b) ecchymoses and (c) bleeding from 
the mucous membranes.

(a.), purpura. This is one of the commonest symptoms 
of leukaemia. The rash may appear all over the body or it 
may be limited to a small area. Frequently it occurs in the 
form of successive crops of small petechial haemorrhages 
coming on for no apparent reason and bearing no relation to 
the severity of the disease, 

tb)/



(h)* Bschymoses* The parents may have noticed that 
the child "bruised easily" and during the course of the 
illness large extravasations of blood may take place*
Probably the commonest site for these haemorrhages is 
over the sacrum but they may be found almost anywhere*

(c)* Bleeding from mucous membranes* In the large 
majority of cases of leukaemia bleeding from the gums 
takes place* Such haemorrhage occurs as a persistent 
oozing of blood and may be a prominent factor in the 
production of the anaemia* It may be the principle symptom 
and lead to a faulty diagnosis of Barlow's Disease* Epistaxis 
is another common symptom and when it occurs it is usually 
severe and prolonged and it is likely to recur from time 
to time .during the course of the illness* Melaena is quite 
common and haematemesls occurs in a few cases* Haematurla 
is rare*

The following table shows the relative frequency of 
haemorrhages in the various forms of leukaemia*

TABLE III.

No* of cases in which note regarding Haemorrhages was 
made*

Percentage of cases in which Haemorrhages were present*

Lymphatic 05 93*8^
Myelocytic 14 78*8^
Lymphoidocytic 8 75*0#
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The explanation of this tendency to haemorrhage in 
leukaemia is not far to seek* The platelets, as has been 
shown* are formed from the megakaryocytes in the bone marrow, 
and* when the extensive changes which take place in this 
tissue in leukaemia are considered, it is obvious that the 
normal processes by which the platelets are manufactured are 
generally upset, and, consequent on their decrease in number 
in the blood stream, the physiological methods fmr the control 
of haemorrhage are in abeyance* Further, the greater tendency 
to haemorrhage in lymphatic leukaemia can be explained by 
the almost complete annihilation of the normal activities of 
the bone marrow by the rapid proliferation of the lymphatic 
elements in its structure*

(4)* Fever. Some degree of fever was present in 70 
cases, in 7 it was stated to be absent and in 23 it was not 
mentioned* There is nothing characteristic about the tempera
ture chart of a case of leukaemia* Sometimes the fever is 
of the continued type, sometimes of the swinging type, but 
speaking generally, it is capricious and irregular* The 
temperature may be normal for days on end and then, for no 
apparent reason, it may rise to about 100°F*, only to fall 
again sooner or later* Occasionally the temperature may 
go up to 105°F* At the beginning of this illness in children 
there is usually, however, some form of fever, and this is 
one of the points which make the clinical picture of leukaemia 
so/
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so similar to that of many acute infectious diseases. At 
the termination of this disease the temperature may fall 
and be accompanied by a decrease in bIzq of the spleen, 
liver and lymphatic glands and a fall in the number of leuco
cytes in the blood* On the other hand, the patient may die 
with hyperpyrexia suggesting seme toxic action on or a 
leukaemic infiltration of the pons varj|oliI.

The etiology of the disease being unknown, it is 
impossible to explain the fever, but there are four 
possibilities: namely, (1) that it is a manifestation of 
the systemic reaction to a specific infection, (2) that it 
is the result of some secondary infection with pyogenic 
organisms, (3) that it is due to the digestive disturbances
which occur during the course of the illness and (4) the(8)
possibility suggested by Treadgold, that it is due to 
the action of degenerated leucocytes on the heat centres.

(5). Henatlc enlargement. Enlargement of the liver 
was present in 70 of this series and in 19 it was stated

O'not to be enlarged. In how far these figures are accurate 
as regards the enlargement of the organ it is difficult to 
ascertain because in young children the lower border of 
the liver can usually be palpated half to one inch below 
the costal margin, and it is quite possible that this has 
been recorded as an actual enlargement in a proportion 
of cases in which there was really no increase In Its weight. 
However, it is quite certain that in the majority of cases 
in/



in which a post mortem examination is performed the liver 
is found to be definitely enlarged* The relative frequency 
of hepatic enlargement in the three varieties of leukaemia 
was as follows:- Lymphatic leukaemia 80*6^; Myelocytic leuk
aemia 75*0$; Lymphoidocytic leukaemia 66*6^.

•v

(6)« Digestive disturbances* Symptoms referable 
to the gastro-intestinal system were present in 44 cases 
and In 55 no note was made; probably because these symptoms 
were considered too insignificant? Such symptoms are 
anorexia, diarrhoea, vomiting and constipation* Haematemesis 
and melaena were present in a few patients* The tongue is 
generally furred and the gums are frequently swollen and 
bleeding* 57 children in this series suffered from stomatitis 
or gingivitis* The tonsils were enlarged in 24 cases; In 
11 there was stated to be no enlargement and in 65 no note 
was made*

(7)- Cardlo-Vaecular Symptoms* In a considerable 
number of cases a note has been made of the condition of 
the heart and pulse* The pulse Is generally soft and of 
low tension* Tachycardia and Bradycardia are not mentioned 
as being present although the heart’s action is often rapid 
when associated with pyrexia. The organ is sometimes found 
to be enlarged and a murmur or bruit coincident with ventric
ular systole is to be heard in a porportlon of oases (50 in 
this series). Poet mortem examination seldom If ever reveals 
the/



the presence of an endocarditis and it must, therefore, 
be supposed that the explanation of the dilatation and of 
the murmurs is to be found in the impaired state of nutrition 
of the myocardium.

(8). Genito-urinary symptoms. In 5 cases it was stated 
that the kidneys were large and easily palpated (nos. 25, 88, 
.32) but with these exceptions there is no note of the size 
of the organs in any of this series. In several instanoes 
the post mortem findings showed a considerable enlargement 
of the kidneys. Albuminuria is not uncommon but seldom 
appears to be present in the same quantity as in acute 
nephritis. The uric acid output is increased due to 
katabolism of the excessive endogenous protein associated 
with the leucocytosis. Haematuria is rare.

(9). Respiratory symptoms. Dyspboea is not an uncommon 
symptom in leukaemia. It may be due to enlarged glands in 
the neck pressing on the trachea or larynx, as was the case
in No. 4, and from which cause the child died. Again, dyspnoea 
may be due to enlarged bronchial and mediastinal glands 
pressing on the' recurrent laryngeal nerves or on one of 
the larger bronchi. In infants with leukaemia the tonsils 
are often enlarged and it is to be presumed that the naso
pharyngeal adenoid tissue is also hypertrophied, and it is 
quite possible that these factors may play a part in the 
production of dyspnoea. Finally, dyspboea may exist as
a/
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a manifestation of the severe degree of anaemia which is so 
constantly present.

A mild bronchitis is probably present in the majority 
of cases but it causes no symptoms of importance. Some degree 
of oedema of the lungs is always present and is associated with 
the anaemia. Pneumonia may occur at any time during the course 
of the disease, but, as a rule, it is not associated with the 
usual reactions seen in the healthy subject, and, in some 
cases, it may only be discovered at the poet mortem examination.

(10). Skin. One of the most constant features of
lymphatic leukaemia is the occurrence of haemorrhages either
into or beneath the skin. These phenomena have already been
described. Sweat rashes are not uncommon in childhood and
when present in cases of leukaemia probably bear no relation
to the disease. Herpes occurred in one of this series (no.20)
and it may be accounted for by haemorrhage taking place in or
some toxic process acting on the posterior root glanglla.
Ulceration of the skin occurred in one case (no.17). Oedema
of the skin and subcutaneous tissues was present in 19 of
this series. It may be generalised and associated with ascites
or it may be limited to the face or ankles. In a porportion
of cases Nodules may be present and the condition has been(9)
called Nodular Leukaemia by Ward who has collected a number 
of cases. According to Ward the nodules probably arise from 
the scattered foci of lymphoid tissue which oocur throughout 
the meso- and hypoblastic tissues. The nodules do not appear 
in/



in the eplblastic tissues such as the epidermis or the central
nervous system although they frequently grow from the subjacent
fibrous tissue of the skin (no.54) and the dura mater. The
cutaneous nodules differ greatly in size and in colour. They
may be as small as a pin's head or as large as a cricket ball
and their colour is dependent upon the depth from the surface
and may be modified by interstitial haemorrhages. The nodules
may be present throughout the alimentary tract. Finally, the
nodules may occur in connexion with the bones; particularly
the bones of the head; and it is these tumours which frequently
have the green colour characteristic of Chloroma. (nos. 89, 95).
In some cases, however, the colour may be absent or It may
fade very rapidly after removal of the tumour, but it can often(10)be brought back by Immersing the tissue in hydrogen peroxide.
The nodules, wherever placed, may become smaller in size or(9)
even disappear suddenly.

(11). Retinal .Changes. It is unfortunate that in 82 of 
this series no mention has been made of the appearances of the 
fundus oculi. In 8 it was stated that there was no abnormality 
and in 12 certain changes were observed. The commonest lesion 
consisted of one or more small retinal haemorrhages (11 oases).
In one case pallor of the disc and fundus was noted and in 
another, in addition to retinal haemorrhages, there was a 
neuroretinitis.



THE BLOOD.
------- 0O0-------

(a). GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

The lympholdocyte has already been described as the 
common parent of the blood cells and it is obvious that 
the variety of leukaemia which will occur depends on 
whether the unknown influence responsible for the disease 
causes differentiation along myelocytic or lymphocytic 
lines. In the leukaemias, however, differentiation of 
the cells is always incomplete and it is this lack of 
complete differentiation which constitutes the difference 
between a simple leucocytosis and leukaemia.

Lymphoidocyte.

LymphocyteMyelocyte

A glance at the above diagram shows that if differentiation 
ceases at B there must obviously be a Myelocytic leukaemia 
and if at 0 a Lymphatic leukaemia. But there are cases in 
which there is an almost complete absence of differentiation 
and in which the majority of cells observed in the blood are 
lymphoidocytes. Such cases constitute the so-called Myelo- 
blastic or, better, Lymphoidocytic leukaemia.



(b)* LYMPHATIC LHJKAEMIA.

3fl

The blood flows easily from a prick in the ear, finger 
or in the lobe of the ear* It is paler and more watery than 
in the healthy subject and as a rule it does not show the 
normal tendency to rapid coagulation*

Serum* The serum may appear quite normal or it may 
contain a moderately large quantity of fat, as it did in 
no* 56* In none of the cases of this series was the Wassermann 
reaction said to be positive* A positive Widal was obtained 
in no* 6* In some cases the serum may be frankly Jaundiced 
and the Van den Bergb test may give a diphasic reaction, 
presumably indicative of compression of the small intra-hepatic 
bile channels by round cell infiltration* This was recently 
observed by me in a boy of 9 years in the Royal Hospital for 
Sick Children* The case is not included in this series* In 
7 cases a streptococcus was said to have been cultivated 
from the blood and in no* 57 I isolated a streptococcus which 
multiplied rapidly under anaerobic conditions but which, 
although it survived under aerobic conditions, grew less 
freely* Streptococci, however, may be Isolated quite frequently 
during the terminal stages of many illnesses in childhood.

Red Cells* The total red cell count is always decreased 
and towards the end of the illness it may fall below a million 
per cubic millimetre ( nos. 8, 15, 40, 54, 64)* The average 
red cell count was 1,946,000. Irregularity in size and shape 
of/



of the corpuscles is present and polychromasia and basophile 
stippling are common features. Nucleated red cells are 
generally present but, as a rule, they are scanty in number.
The erythrocytes stain well and the average Haemoglobin 
was 51 per cent, which gives a Colour Index of 0.816. The 
platelets are decreased in number.

White Cells. In this series there was a leucocytosis 7
i

in 58 cases; in 8 the total white cell count was either 
decreased or within normal limits; and in 4 no note was 
made. The average leucocyte count was 210,245 per cubic mm.

It would appear that in the cases in which the onset 
is not very sudden and in which the patient does not seem 
to be seriously ill the white cell count is high and may 
even exceed a million per cubic millimetre (nos* 10, 51, 41, 52) 
When the onset is abrupt and the patient is prostrated and 
obviously in a perilous condition the white cell count may 
not be raised and there may even be a frank leucopenla. During 
the last few days of the illness the leucocyte count almost 
always falls and this is regarded as a grave factor in the
immediate prognosis.

The one constant feature about the blood in lyraphatlo 
leukaemia is the high r el at i v e increase of the lymphocytes. 
Whatever the total white cell count may be the lymphocytes 
are always relatively in excess of normal and in this series
averaged 94 per cent.
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Characters of the Lymphocytes* The type of lymphocyte 
which dominated the blood picture was noted in 52 of this 
series. In the majority of cases (61.54$) the micro- and 
mesolyraphocytee were the predominating cells. In these 
forms the nucleps stains deeply and the cytoplasm is scarcely 
visible. In some examples, however, the large lymphocytes 
are present in the greatest proportions. (58.46$)• Such 
cells have a rather paler nucleus than the small forms and 
in it one or two nucleoli may be observed. The cytoplasm 
is not abundant and, so far as my experience goes, seldom 
if ever, contains the azurophil granules which are so 
commonly encountered in the lymphocytes of healthy blood.

In films from every caze of lymphatic leukaemia, 
lymphoidocytes may be found. Sometimes they are present 
in quite large numbers and the blood picture represents 
an intermediate stage between Lymphatic leukaemia and 
lymphoidocytic (myeloblastic) leukaemia.

A large number of the lymphocytes seen in a film of 
lymphatic leukaemia present some abnormality which leads to 
their being regarded as pathological cells in contradistinction 
to the healthy lymphocytes which appear in a simple lympho
cytosis. Such abnormalities consist of extreme scantiness 
of the cytoplasm, vacuolation of the cytoplasm, changes In 
the nucleus indicative of karyolyeis and the familiar "shadow" 
or "basket" cells which are found so often in cases of 
leukaemia with a high cell count. These latter forms represent 
the/



the penultimate stage of the lymphocytes which have undergone 
cytolysis, although a certain proportion of them are due to 
a breaking up of the already fragile lymphocytes in the 
making of a very thin film.

(c). MYELOCYTIC LEUKAEMIA.

Red Cells. The average total red cell count in this 
series was 2,114,800 which is about the same as that observed 
in the lymphatic variety. The average Haemoglobin was 51.8 
per cent, giving a Colour Index of 0.76. The blood platelets 
are usually somewhat Increased but they may be diminished in 
number.

White Cells. The average white cell count was 139,020 
per cubic millimetre. This figure is much lower than that 
obtained in the cases of lymphatic leukaemia in this series. 
In no case was there a leucopenia.

Apart from the clinical features of these cases, the 
charaoteristic which compelled a diagnosis of leukaemia was 
the high proportion of myelocytes present in the blood films 
(average 32 per cent). Such a myelocytosis is not observed 
in any other condition in Infancy or childhood. Further, 
post mortem examinations were performed in 58 per cent of 
the cases and the diagnosis was stated to have been confirmed 
by the appearances observed*

The following figures represent the average differential 
count/



count of the white cells obtained from this seriest-

Polymorphonuc1ears 38 * 7$Bosinophiles 3.6%Lymphocytes 25.0$
Myelocytes 32*0%

There is one interesting fact to be learned from these
figures, and that is that in Myelocytic Leukaemia In
infancy and childhood there is a large absolute lymphocytosis
which accompanies the increased output of the normal and
abnormal cells of the granular series.

(c) LYMPHOIDOCYTIC LEPKABMIA.

Red Cells. The average red cell count in the 11 cases 
of this series was 2,066,400 per cubic millimetre. The 
Haemoglobin was 31 per cent and the Colour Index was 0.775.

White Cells. In this form of leukaemia the white cell
count is low in comparison with the other varieties; the 
average here being 47,982 per cubic millimetre. The average 
proportion of lymphoidocytes (or Myeloblasts) present in 
a differential count was 58 per cent.

An average differential count gives the following figures
Polymorphonuo1ears. 9.3$
Bosinophiles.
Lymphocytes. 22.5%
Myelocytes.Lymphoidocytes. 58.0$
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Comparative Table of the Haematological features in the 
three varieties of Leukaemia*

TABLE IV.

LymphaticLeukaemia* MyelocyticLeukaemia* Lymphoidocytic Leukaemia.

Total Red Cells* 1,946,000 2,114,800 2,066,400
Haemoglobin* 51$ 31.8$ 31$
Colour Index. 0*816* 0.762 0.775
Total White Cells. 210,245 159,020 47,062

Course of the Disease* The course of leukaemia in 
infancy is always a short one, and, therefore, the disease 
must be regarded as a uniformly acute process at this time 
of life* Seldom, if ever, are remissions of the symptoms 
observed* Once the disease has developed, the patient passes 
steadily down hill and within 2 or S months death takes place* 
The following figures show the average duration of the illness 
in 73 per cent of this series:-

Lymphatic Leukaemia* 2*0 months.Myelocytic Leukaemia* 4*3 months*Lymphoidocytic Leukaemia.2.1 months*
The apparent relative chronicity of the.disease in the 
Myelocytic form is largely to be accounted for by the 
protracted course of No* 78 in which it is stated that the 
child/



child lived for 2 years after leukaemia had developed.
The figures in this se&ies seem to show that in children 

the average duration of the illness varies hut little 
irrespective of whether the large or small lymphocytes 
dominate the "blood picture or whether the case Is even a 
definite Lymphoidocytic Leukaemia.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEES INFANTILE SPLENIC 
ANAEMIA AND LEUKAEMIA.

 0O0-----

Before discussing the question of the relation between
Infantile Splenic Anaemia and Leukaemia it would appear
advisable to consider the clinical features of this condition.

(11)The symptom complex was first described by von Jaksch
and called by him Anaemia Pseudo-leukemic a Infantum* Von
Jaksch believed it to be a disease sul generis and. held that,
although it bore certain resemblances to leukaemia, it was
not related to such a grave disorder*(12)

Other writers have since described the condition and
have supported von Jaksch*s view, but it would seem that the

(13)
majority of workers believe it to be a form of simple 
anaemia occurring secondary to a number of causes. Its 
clinical features have been summed up under the title of 
Infantile Splenic Anaemia.

CLINICAL FEATURES.
The clinical features may be summarised by saying that 

the condition is characterised by enlargement of the spleen 
associated with the presence of anaemia, degenerate and 
embryonic red cells and myelocytes in the peripheral blood, 
and that it rarely, if ever, appears after the fourth year 
of life. The liver and lymphatic glands may be enlarged; 
a/
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a leucocytosis may or may not be present: rickets is almost(14)
always present; and Hutchison pointed out that the condition 
tends to occur in more than one member of a family and that 
it is especially frequent in twins. Haemorrhages may occur 
although they do not constitute nearly so prominent a feature 
as in leukaemia.

With regard to the appearances of the blood, in my serieB 
(see appendix) of 27 cases which presented all the features 
characteristic of the disease the following were the averages 
obtained:-

Age 18 months.
Red Cell Count* 3,590,000.Haemoglobin. 44 per cent.
Colour Index. 0.7.
White Cell Count. 17*200.

In 9 cases the cells of the granular series were in 
excess of the lymphocytes, but in the remainder the proportion 
of lymphocytes to polymorphonuclears was within normal limits 
(about 3 to 24* The average percentage of myelocytes observed 
in differential cotints of 300 cells was 2.3.

DISCUSSION.
Three theories have been postulated with the object of 

bringing this condition into relation with leukaemia.
They are as follows:- (15)T(1<?), (17)1. That it is an aleukaemic stage of true leukaemia.

(18)2. That it is midway between simple anaemia and leukaemia.
3. That it is a transition between Pernicious Anaemia and

(19)Leukaemia.
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With regard to the first theory that Infantile Splenic 
Anaemia is an aleukaemic stage of true leukaemia, it is true 
that the blood picture, in so far as the white cells are 
concerned, is not typical of leukaemia although there may 
he a fairly high leucocytosis, hut it is difficult to 
understand why a proportion of the cases should not, at some 
time in their course, become frankly leukaemic. Such, at 
least not infrequently, happens in the examples of aleukaemic 
leukaemia which are occasionally encountered in the adult. 
Further, no authentic cases of a transition from Infantile 
Splenic Anaemic to leukaemia appear to have been recorded.

Again, it has been said that Infantile Splenic Anaemia 
represents an Intermediate stage between simple anaemia 
and leukaemia. Certainly, the appearances may be suggestive 
of such being the case, but there is no evidence that it bears 
any etiological relationship to the latter disease, because, 
as has been mentioned, the transition is never complete and 
the sequence, Simple Anaemia, Infantile Splenic Anaemia, 
Leukaemia has never been observed.

Finally, let us consider the theory that Infantile 
Splenic Anaemia is a transition stage between Pernicious 
Anaemia and Leukaemia. The appearances of a blood film 
from certain examples of the disease are very similar to 
the so-called Leukanaemia in the adult, and, doubtless, this 
resemblance is responsible for Ehgelfs conception of the 

I disease. An examination of the red cells in many cases 
I Of/



of Infantile Splenic Anaemia shows them to have all the 
features which, in the adult, would justify a diagnosis of 
pernicious anaemia# it must be remembered, however, that 
in the infant such a blood picture has not the same 
significance as in the adult. In the infant a megalocytosis 
with a high colour index and the presence of numbers of 
megaloblasts signifies no more than a grave disorder of 
the haemopoietic tissues from which the patient may recover 
completely if the cause of the anaemia is eliminated. Even 
although the cause of the condition cannot be definitely 
ascertained; with hygienic surroundings and good nursing, 
recovery may be Baid to be the rule. Further, if a pernicious 
anaemia ever occurs in infancy, it must be excessively rare, 
and, certainly, I have never seen a case which could be 
given such a diagnosis.

With regard to the white cells, it has already been 
shown that the appearances encountered in a blood film are (20)
by no means typical of the leukaemic state. Again, Thursfield 
has shown that the histological appearances of the organs do 
not show the features considered characteristic of leukaemia. 
Finally, in my series of cases the symptom complex was 
associated with a number of known toxic processes, e.g. 
tuberculosis, pneumonia, syphilis, etc.

In the light of these observations it seems justifiable 
to conclude that the so-called Infantile Splenic Anaemia 
bears no etiological relationship to the leukaemic processes.
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SUMMARY
 0O0-

A hundred cases of leukaemia in children under 8 years 
of age have been analysed and the following observations 
have been made:-

(1). The relative frequency of the three forms of 
leukaemia at this period of life may be taken as follows

(2). Leukaemia is about twloe as common-during the 
first 4 years of life as it is in the subsequent 4 years.

(5) 62*87 per cent of cases of leukaemia occur in
male subjects.

(4). An aiialysis of the symptomatology of leukaemia 
has been made and it shows that there are five principal 
features of the disease, namely; enlargement of the spleen, 
liver and lymphatic glands; haemorrhages; and fever, other 
symptoms which are of relatively less frequent occurrence 
are described. Most of the symptoms are considered in 
some detail*

(5). An account is given of the blood picture observed 
in each variety of leukaemia and the relationship between 
the types of leukaemia is explained by reference to the 
physiological development of the blood cells*

Lymphatic Leukaemia. 
Myelocytic Leukaemia. 
Lymphoidocytic Leukaemia.

70 per cent. 19 per cent. 
11 per cent*



(6), It is shewn that all forms of leukaemia
in early life must be regarded as being acute and that 
the expectation of life, once the disease is established, 
is but a matter of a few weeks.

(7)# The theories suggesting that Infantile 
Splenic Anaemia bears an etiological relationship to 
leukaemia are discussed and the conclusion submitted that 
no such relationship exists.
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INFECTIVE ANAEMIA AND LEUKAEMIA IN FOWLS.

------ OOo-------

Curing the past twenty years knowledge regarding the 
pathology of Leukaemia has undergone little change. The 
etiology of the disease in the human subject remaine 
obscure, but there are twu theories, neither of which can
be taken as proved; (1) that it is of the nature of a

(1)tumour; a "sarcoma of the blood" (Banti); and (2) that it 
is due to some infective agent*

The first attempt to transmit human leukaemia to lower(2)
animals was made by Mosler in 1872 and since that date a
multitude of experiments have been performed with the same
object in view and the results have been uniformly negative*

(5) (4)
ELlermann and Bang and Hirschfeld and Jacoby in

1909 each inoculated material from fowls suffering from
Leukaemia in to rabbits, guinea pigs, doves, guinea fowl
and turkeys but did not get any "takes." From these experiments
it would appear that heterologous inoculations are unable to
reproduce the disease, even when the experimental animals are
subject to spontaneous leukaemia.

The first homologous transmission experiment was done
(5)in 1874 by Bollinger who inoculated material from a 

leukaemlo dog in to other dogs* Several workers in later 
years/
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years repeated Bollinger’s experiments but no positive
results appear to have been recorded. The first successful
transmission of leukaemia was done in 1908 by Ellermann and 

(5)Bang who used material from leukaemic fowls with which they
were able to pass on the disease through several generations*
Since that date Ellermann has transmitted at least 8 strains
of the disease; one of them (Strain H) having gone through

(*)12 generations* Ellermann’s observations were confirmed
(4) (7)

by Hirschfeld and Jacoby in 1909, by Schmeisser in
(8)

1915 and by Magnusson in the same year* Thus, although 
leukaemia is met with among other animals, e.g* cats, dogs, 
cattle and horses, it ie only in fowls that transmission 
experiments have been successful* However it would be well 
to remember that experiments of this nature may fail, and 
that for no apparent reason* Ellerroann states that after 5 
successive inoculations with different material, each in to

to-

8 animals, ife got a negative result* Hot until the fourth 
inoculation did he succeed; after having used 52 animals*

The work which is here described was undertaken with 
the object of studying the appearances met with in fowl 
anaemia and leukaemia and in the hope that by this means 
some light might be shed upon the etiology of the similar 
diseases in the human subject*



THE BLOOD,
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In order properly to understand the morbid appearances 
of the blood and haeroopoietic tissues in fowls suffering 
from anaemia and leukaemia it is essential that one should 
be familiar with the morphology of these tissues in the 
healthy bird*

Samples of blood for examination are taken from the 
comb by snipping a piece off with a pair of scissors*

Method of counting the blood cells* To 15 c*c* of 
Gower’s solution add one drop of a 0*5$ solution of Crystal 
Violet and, after shaking, filter. This is used as the 
diluent* An ordinary red cell counting pipette is usei* 
After the blood is drawn up in the pipette and diluted with 
the above solution it should be allowed to stand for 10 
minutes and then shaken for a minute, after which the cells 
are counted in a Thoma-Hawksley haemocytoroeter chamber*
The lymphocytes and thrombocytes stain deep blue while 
the nuclei of the red cells are very faintly stained* The 
polymorphonuclears can be recognised by their highly 
refractilegranules. It has been suggested that, owing to 
the cells adhering to the sides of the pipette, the above 
method is not accurate when counting the white cells* That 
such is not the case is proved by the constancy of the 
readings and by the close agreement between the figures so 
obtained and the results of a differential count in a film 
preparation; in which case the average reading is one white 
cell/



cell to every 100 red cells.
The following figures represent the average of 14 blood 

examinations in different healthy hens between the ages of 
one and three years. The extreme variations are also noted.

Stains. I have found Leishman’s stain to give the 
most satisfactory results for the study of smears of fowl 
blood* The pure stain is left on the coverslip for lj- 
minutes and then diluted with twice the quantity of distilled 
water, after which it is allowed to stand for 15-20 minutes. 
The film is then washed in water until the granules of the 
polymorphonuclears are bright red. After drying in the air 
(not over a flame) the film is mounted in neutral balsam. On 
the other hand, Jsnner’s stain is very useful, if not 
essential, in the study of pathological blood and I have made 
it a routine to use both these stains. Other stains which 
may be mentioned are Ehrlich’s Triacid stain, Pappemheim’s 
Panoptic stain and dilute G1emsa’s stain, but, although each 
has its own particular merits, it is doubtful whether more 
information is to be obtained from these methods than from 
a satisfactory Leishman or Jenner preparation.

Erythrocytes- 5,070,000 
Haemoglobin. 60#(Sahli)

2,190,000 to 5,850,000 
45# to 84#.

Thrombocytes. 31,000 
Leucocytes. 50,000

22,800 to 40,800
17,000 to 55,500
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MORPHOLOGY OF THE BLOOD CfcLLf.

Erythrocytes. These are flat elliptical biconvex 
discs, about 7.5 by 15*5 microns in size, containing 
haemoglobin and a small round or ovoid nucleus with a 
closely set deeply staining chromatin network. The cells 
are very uniform in size but occasionally a large round 
cell with an excentric nucleus may be observed. These 
megalocytes are present in the blood of every fowl. With 
eo3Uj the staining of the protoplasm is exactly the same 
as in the red cells of man* Disintegrated free nuclei 
which stain diffusely of a light violet colour are found 
in considerable numbers in some film preparations. These 
forms are not to be observed when the fresh/-blood is 
examined unfixed, and, therefore, it is probable that 
their appearance is largely an artefact associated with 
the making of a thin film. I have repeatedly observed 
that in the thicker parts of a film these disintegrated 
nuclei are not present.

Thrombocytes. These occur in the blood as pear
shaped or almond shaped cells of about the same size
as the erythrocytes and have a clear haemoglobin-free
protoplasm and a round or oval nucleus containing dense
chromatin granules. The protoplasm often contains a
few azurophil granules. According to the observations

(9) (10)of Werz|berg and Bedson it would appear that
the/
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the thrombocytes have the same function as the manualian 
platelets but that they are not morphologically related 
to the same; rather do the thrombocytes throw off fragments 
of material which correspond to the mammalian platelets.

Lymphocytes. These cells resemble very closely the 
human lymphocytes. The large and the small varieties are 
met with. Azurophil granules may frequently be observed 
in the cytoplasm. •

Monocytes. These cells are larger than the lympho
cytes and possess a feebly basophile protoplasm. The 
nucleus occupies the greater part of the cell, is kidney 
shaped and its structure consists of a rather pale chromatin 
network which does not stain so deeply as the closely 
packed network in the lymphocyte. The monocytes are 
comparable to the large mononuclear (large hyaline) 
leucocytes recognised in human blood.

Polymorphonuc1ears. These cells occur in two distinct
forms

(1). Eosinophiles with rod shaped granules. These 
cells are crowded with spindle shaped highly refractile 
eosinophile granules arranged, as Gruner aptly puts it, 
like iron filings before a magnet is placed near them.
The nucleus of such cells is rather dark and lobed and 
resembles in structure that of the mammalian neutrophile 
leucocyte. These cells correspond in number to the 
neutrophil/



neutrophil leucocytes in the mammalia and they are increased, 
as the following experiment proves, when pyogenic organisms 
are introduced into the body#

Experiment# 100 million living staphylococcus pyogenes 
aureus from a 24 hours culture were Inoculated subcutanecusly 
into the anterior abdominal wall of a healthy fowl on 4th 
August, 1923* The following table shows the changes which 
took place subsequently in the blood#

Dat e# White cell 
count.

Polymorphs, 
with rods.

Polymorphs 
with grains.Before 

expt • 33.190 30.0^ 6.3i
5.8.25# 56,400 81#3% i . H
6 • 8 • ̂23 • 50,000 50.3% 2.3^
7.8.23# 49.200 48* 6$ 3 •
8.8.23# 44.100 39 • 6i 3 #6*5
9#8* 23# 34.100 33 • 6i 4-3 i

This experiment along with the other facts considered(11)before appears to justify the opinion of Kasarinoff
according to whom these cells, which he calls the "pseudo-
eosinophili of t he bird," correspond with the polymorphonucl

*

series of mammalian leucocyte# These pseudo-eosinophils, 
however, do not give the oxidase reaction#

(2). Eosinophils with fine round granules# These 
cells are found in much smaller numbers the® the above 
type of cell# They give a positive oxidase reaction# The 
nucleus is lobed and stains deeper than that of the pseudo- 
eosinophile# These cells have been called the "true 
eosinophiles of the bird#" (Kasarinoff)#

Mast /
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Mast Cells. These correspond to the mast cells as 
they occur in man* The protoplasm is foamy and often 
vacuolated and the granules appear to he situated in the 
vacuoles. The granules are more numerous, coarser and of 
less constant size than in the humaimast cell; and they do 
not stain in the same metachromatic manner but rather of a 
deep violet colour. The nucleus is usually rounded and is 
of the lymphocyte type*

Differential CTount of Leucocytes. In each case at 
least 300 cells were counted. The following figures 
represent the average differential count in 14 different 
healthy hens and show the extremes that were encountered.

Rod bearing. 
Polymorphonuclears

27# (22 to 43#)
Grain bearing. 4# ( 1 to 8# )

Lymphocytes. 57# (46 to 72#)
Monocytes. 10# ( 5 to 14#)
Mast Cells. 2# ( 1 to 8# )•

THE HAEM0P0IETIC TISSUES.
Bone Marrow. The marrow of the fenrur and tibia is 

red throughout except in birds over two years of age in 
which it is often fatty in the tibia. As in man, the 
marrow tissue is intersected by a number of fine cancellous 
bony spicules which mate it rather difficult to shell out 
without damage. In the tibia the spicules are much fewer 
in number and, therefore, since I have noticed no difference 
between /
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between marrow taken from the femur and that taken from the 
tibia, I usually take from the latter situation.

Under the low power of the microscope the marrow tissue 
is found to consist of (1) vascular areas completely filled 
with red cdLls; (2) a delicate fibrous connective tissue 
framework in which are to be seen (a) cells belonging to 
the granular series; (b) scattered foci of lymphocytes and 
(c) fat cells, the number of which is inversely proportional 
to the activity of the particular piece of bone marrow under 
observation* On examination with the high power the vascular 
areas are found to be venous sinuses enclosed by a single 
layer of epithelium, and in them the process of erythropoiesis 
may be observed. A number of large round basophile cells are 
seen in the sinuses and the trabeculae. The trabeculae 
contain the cells of the granular series and scattered foci 
of lymphocyte formation. Megakaryocytes are not present in 
the marrow of the fowl. On examination with the oil immersion 
lens the basophile cells referred to above are found to be 
lymphoidocytes (vide infra). These cells are present in 
the sinuses along with adult red cells and some of their 
progenitors. Mitotic figures are present in a number of 
the erythroblasts and occasionally among the lymphoidocytes. 
The cells in the trabeculae are myelocytes and metamyelocytes 
having a single oval or lobed nucleus and a number of large 
round granules which often stain uncertainly, i.e. neither 
frankly oxyphile nor frankly basophile. Groups of 
adult /
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61.adult polymorphonuclears with lobed nuclei and spindle shaped 
oxyphile granules are present in smaller numbers. Mast 
cells are very rarely seen. Mitotio figures are not common 
among the granular cells.

Liver. Weight 30-40 grammes. The general structure is 
similar to that of the human organ. Formally, however, 
accumulations of lymphocytes or of myelocytes are to be 
found in relation to some of the portal tracts. There is 
no evidence of, red cell formation in the liver of the adult 
fowl. Advanced fatty degeneration of the liver is often 
found in birds which have ceased to lay and which have not 
led an active existence.

Spleen. Weight 1.5-2.5 grammes. The structure of the
spleen is similar to that in man. The organ contains a number
of Malpighian follicles of various sizes composed of lymphocyt 
and surrounded by an abundant pulp tissue which is divided 
up in to lobes by fibrous trabeculae running inwards from 
the capsule- In the normal adult fowl follicles with active
germ centres are not usually seen although such is quite
common in young birds. The pulp tissue contains lymphocytes, 
erythrocytes and polymorphonuclear leucocytes.

Kidney. Weight 5.0-6.5 grammes. Microscopically the 
organ is the same as the human kidney. I have not observed 
any evidence of red cell formation in this organ but in the 
pelvis of the kidney areas of active white cell production 
are a fairly constant feature.
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Thymus. The gland extends oh each side of the neck from 
the upper attachment of the pericardium to the angle of the 
Jaw. It lies in the same anatomical position as the cervical 
lymphatic glands in man. Thus the thymus of the fowl, Instead 
of being a single gland mass, may be considered as having 
been unraveled. Hassal*s corpuscles are present in fair 
numbers and pfclymorphonuclears are frequently found in them. 
The pulp of the gland is composed of lymphocytes along with 
a few red cells and polymorphonuclears. I have not observed 
any lymphatic glands in the fowls examined; and this is in 
accordance with the statement of fillermann that lymphatic 
glands are#absent in all birds except ducks and geese.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE BLOOD CELLS.r— j
Wera Dantschakoff has described in considerable detail 

the method of blood formation in the chick and in the fowls 
which I have examined T have been able to observe most of 
the stages which she describes. All the blood cells may 
be traced back to the undifferentiated connective tissue 
cell which is roultipotential; being capable of becoming a 
fibroblast, an osteoblast or a haemoblast. It is with the 
haemoblast that we are concerned. The undifferentiated 
connective tissue cell becomes spherical, the protoplasm 
becomes deeply basophile and surrounds, as a narrow ring, 
the nucleus whioh is round, pale and contains a Bmall central 
deeply staining mass of chromatin. This cell Is about 20 
microns/



microns in diameter and may be called the primitive haemoblast 
or lymphoidocyte. The lymphoidocyte, in its turn, may be the 
parent of either erythrocytes, lymphocytes or cells of the 
granular series. In the adult bone marrow lymphoidocytes 
are quite common and cells representative of the various steps 
in the formation of the normal blood are to be seen. The 
central chromatin mass is found to break up in to a number of 
particles and to be distributed throughout the nucleus; the 
astrosphere, which is present in the most primitive haemo- 
blaets, disappears and the cell substance becomes relatively 
more abundant. Polychromatophile erythroblasts showing scanty 
haemoglobin formation in the protoplasm and a radial arrangement 
of the nuclear chromatin are present in moderate numbers and 
it is among such cells that mitotic figures are most commonly 
observed. Finally, forms having smaller nuclei with less of 
the wheel shaped structure and a more oxyphile cell body of 
elliptical shape are present along with the normal adult 
erythrocytes.

I have not been able to observe the development of the
thrombocytes but it is almost certain that they are derived
from the lymphoidocytes in the same way as the red cells,(10) ,(12).
only no haemoglobin is formed in the cell substance.

Turning to the cells of the granular series; in the adult 
bone marrow a very scanty number of cells may be found showing 
all the characters of the lymphoidocyte but having, in addition, 
a few oxyphile granules embedded in the cytoplasm around 
the/



the astrosphere. Present In much larger numbers are the 
true myelocytes in which the central chromatin mass has 
broken up in to two or more particles, the astrosphere has 
disappeared, the cytoplasm has become much less basorhile and 
the granules have increased in number and size. The granules 
in these cells are often mixed; some being oxyphile and others 
basopjiile. Other cells are present in which the nucleus 
is lobed and the cytoplasm contains both round and spindle 
shaped granules. These cells may be called metamyelocytes. 
Finally, adult polymorphonuclears are fodnd having the 
characteristic spindle shaped granules of uniform size 
embedded in their cytoplasm. The maBt cells and the true 
eosinophiles are almost certainly formed in exactly the same 
manner as has been indicated for the pseudo-eosinophiles.

TECHNIQUE OF TRANSMISSION EXPERIMENTS.
Owing to the rapid onset of post mortem change in birds 

it Is advisable to kill the diseased animal in agony by 
wringing its neck. After portions of the haemopoietic 
tissues have been placed in fixing material for histological 
purposes an emulsion of part of the liver or spleen is made 
with silver sand in normal saline and then centrifugalised 
for a short time. The supernatant fluid is decanted and may 
be Inoculated intravenously or Intraperitoneally at once or 
after filtration through a Berkefeld candle. Cultures of 
the organs may be made on various media. In my experiments 
I used nutrient agar slopes, bouillon, Bulloch1s meat medium 
and/



and Noguchi’s kidney and ascitic fluid medium aerobicxally and
oanaerobically* All my culture tubes after Incubation at 57 0. 

for varying periods up to one month remained sterile with 
the exception of one tube of Nogpchi’s medium (aerobic) in 
which a coliform bacillus was found after a few days*

LEUKAMIA AND ANAEMIA IN FOWLS,
Up to date, I have not seen an example of leukaemia 

in fowls and the following description of the disease is 
taken from SLlermann’s "Leucosis of Fowls," London, 1921*

Myeloid Leukaemia* As in man, the disease may come on 
very rapidly or in an insidious manner* The animal suffers 
from lethargy, anorexia and a varying degree of anaemia.
Once the condition has manifested itself in the blood the 
bird loses weight rapidly, and, in the course of a few 
days, perishes* As a rule the red corpuscles are reduced 
in number and embryonic forms are present* The haemoglobin 
is deficient* The white cells are very much increased in 
number, even reaching as high as 1,000,000 per cubic milli
metre* The predominant element is a cell with an irregularly 
Bhaped nucleus containing a delicate chromatin network and 
having a rather basophile protoplasm in which there are no 
granules* These cells are called "poikilonuolears" by Eller- 
mann and they would appear to correspond to the non-granular 
polymorphonuclears occurring in human leukaemia and referred to 
by Pappenheim as "Die leucoblastische Riederzellen*" Cells 
similar to these but having a round nucleus and a scanty 
protoplasm/
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protoplasm are also numerous and they are not dissimilar to 
the lymphoidocytes or myeloblasts (jfaegli) which occur 
in man in cases of acute myeloid hyperplasia. The myelocytes 
are large cells with a faintly basophile protoplasm containing 
round granules of irregular size* In contradistinction toI

iI leukaemia in man the typical polymorphonuclears are notj
absolutely increased in number. Thus it would appear that 
an abnormal form of hyperplasia is taking place, thus:- 
Lyraphoidocyte (myeloblast) - Metamyeloblast - Poikllonuclear 
In dome examples of myelogenous leukaemia in fowls the 
normal form of myeloid hyperplasia occurs, thus:- 
Lymphoidocyte -Myelocyte - Metamyelocyte - Polymorphonuclear. 
Aleukaemic cases are very rare but have been observed.
Finally, examples of the disease in which myelocytic tumours 
were present have been seen. These tumours would appear to be 
analogous to the chloromata.

Regarding the appearance of the organs, we find changes 
identical with those observed in leukaemia in man, I.e. enlarge
ment of the spleen, liver and kidneys, all of which show mottled 
areae of various sizes which on microscopical examination prove 
to be islets of myeloid metaplasia. The bone marrow shows a 
hyperplasia of the myeloid elements and the slnuees are 
frequently found to be packed with embryonic red cells.

Lvmnhatlc Leukaemia. Clinically there is no evidence 
of disease but the bird dies suddenly and unexpectedly. The 
lymphatic hyperplasia is entirely extravasoular and the blood 
shows /
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shows no leukaemic change. The liver, spleen, kidneys, and 
often the thymus and lymph nodes in the intestine are 
enlarged. Nodules of varying sizes are present throughout 
the tissues and these, on microscopical examination, prove 
to be masses of large lymphocytes. In some cases there are 
definite tumours suggestive of Sternberg’s leucosarcomatosis. 
The bone marrow in this disease may be normal or it may contain 
small scattered accumulations of large lymphocytes.

Pernicious Anaemia. All my experiments have been 
performed with material from fowls which have been suffering 
from this disease* The condition be&ftns insidiously with 
lethargy, anorexia, loss of weight and anaemia. As the 
condition progresses the bird becomes distinctly jaundiced 
and the anaemia becomes severe. Remissions may occur during 
which the bird appears healthy and the blood shows little 
or no abnormality. Eventually, however, the animal dies and 
the characteristic changes are found in the organs* In film 
preparations of the blood one may observe every form of 
Immature and degenerating erythrocyte. There is a large 
proportion of lymphoidocytes and basophile erythroblasts*
The white cells are usually within normal limits both 
absolutely and relatively but an occasional myelocyte Is 
by no means infrequent* The thrombocytes are diminished in 
number. On examination of the organs, the liver and spleen 
are usually found to be- enlarged but this is not always 
the/
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the case. The Prussian blue reaction is positive. On 
microscopical examination, the capillaries of the various 
organs are seen to be uniformly packed with primitive red 
cells. The Malpighian bodies of the spleen are very small 
or, in some cases, quite atrophied while the pulp is densely 
infiltrated with all forms of erythroblasts. In the bone 
marrow the trabeculae are atrophied and very little myelo
genous tissue is observed. The marrow fat is very much 
diminished or even entirely absent. The sinuees are dilated 
and filled with lymphoidocytes and other primitive red cells. 
Occasionally scattered areas of myeloid metaplasia may be 
seen in the liver.

As examples of this disease I shall q^ote my own cases.
Fowl 8. White Leghorn. Received on 1st May, 1925, from 

a poultry keeper in the north of England.
Blood examination:- Red cells. 519,000Haemoglobin. 10#.Colour index. 0;9S;

White cells. SI,200.
Thrombocytes. 12,100.

Differential count Polymorphonuc1 ears. 19.8#.Lymphocytes. 68* 8*̂Monocytes. 4.5%Mast cells. 3.0#
Myelocytes. 4.8#

The bird was very Jaundiced and It remained lying on 
the ground and could not be enticed to take either food or 
drink, on 5th May, 1925, the bird was killed.

Liver /
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Liver* Weight 51*4 grammes. The organ appears normal 
and there are no nodules on the surface or on section. The 
cut surface is reddish in colour. The Prussian blue reaction 
is strongly positive. The gall bTadder is full of bile and 
no calculi are present. On microscopical examination, the 
capillaries are dilated and filled with lymphoidocytes and 
erythroblasts. There are numerous areas of myelogenous 
hyperplasia scattered throughout the organ but they are found 
chiefly around the portal tracts. There is much haemoslderin 
present in the liver cells. The Prussian blue reaction is 
well marked and it is observed that the iron Is almost 
entirely localised to the liver cells and endothelial cells, 
being present only in the smallest quantity in the areas of 
hyperplasia or infiltration.

Spleen» Weight 6.7 grammes. The organ is very soft.
On section it is dark in colour and the Malpfcghian bodies are 
not visible* The Prussian blue reaction is positive* On 
microscopical examination, the Malpighian bodies have 
entirely disappeared and the pulp is densely packed with 
cells, chiefly primitive erythrocytes.

Kidneys* Weight together IS.2 grammes. No abnormality 
is detected on naked-eye examination. On microscopical 
examination the capillaries are found to be considerably 
dilated and filled with erythroblasts. occasional myelocytes 
are to be seen. The Prussian blue reaction is positive*

Bon e/
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Bone Marrow. The marrow is very red but no definite 
abnormality Is noticed on naked-eye examination. Microscopically 
the fat is found to be very much decreased. The trabeculae are 
almost entirely atrophied and the myelogenous tissue 1b 
conspicuous by its absence. The sinuses are greatly enlarged 
and are uniformly densely packed with lymphoidocytes and other 
primitive types of the red cell series. Occasional mitotic 
figures are observed.

EXPERIMENT. An emulsion of the liver and spleen from the 
above fowl was Inoculated at once in to a (a) 2 rabbits with 
a negative result (one rabbit died 2 weeks later from some 
laboratory infection and the other died of coccidiosis 3 monthi 
after inoculation); 4 healthy fowls of the same breed (White 
Leghorn) and each about one year old with one positive result 
(vide infra); and (c) in to tubes of Noguchi’s medium in which 
it was incubated for 3 weeks under aerobic and anaerobic 
conditions. On examination the tubes appeared sterile. The 
medium was then inoculated In to 2 rabbits and 2 fowls, llie 
result of this inoculation was negative in the case of the 
rabbits after 9 weeks and in the fowls after 6 months.

The following is the history of one of the fowls inoculated 
directly from Fowl 6.
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FOWL F. Total 
Fed Cells.

Hb.
#

C • I *
^otal 
White 
C ells.

Feroarks.

4*5*23* 2,770,000 54 1* 25,900 Weight 3 lbs. 10 ozs. 
Inoculated the follow 
ing day.8 * 8 * 23 • 2,780,000 54 1. gj$,500 Appeared quite heal- . thy.L5.8.23* 2,190,000 35 .8 30,100 Appeared healthy. Wo 
abnormality detected 
in film preparations.

25.10*25* 890,000 12 .7 34,000* Jaundice of 2 days1 
duration. Films 
showed many abnormal red cells.

9.11*23. 740,000 10 •7 33,400
«

Condition unchanged. 
Weight 3 lbs 8 ozs. 
Killed.

The thrombocytes were counted just before the bird was
killed and were found to number 12,300 per cubic millimetre#
In this connexion it is worthy of note that the fowl bled 
profusely and for an abnormally long time whenever its comb 
was snipped in order to obtain blood for examination. This 
was never noticed until the bird had developed definite signs 
of disease*

On examining stained preparations of the blood the chief 
feature is the relatively very large number of embryonic red 
cells. Every stage in the development of the red cell may 
be observed from the lymphoidocyte to the adult erythrocyte.

Differential Count. Polymorphonuclears 27.3#Lymphocytes 57.8#
Mast Cells 8.3#
Monocytes 5.8$
Myelocytes 5.0#

j
Bone Marrow Smear* The predominant cell is the same as *

is seen in the blood films in such large numbers, i.e* the 
lymphoidocyte/
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lymphoidocyte. Every stage from this early form to the normal 
erythrocyte Is to he observed. Fitotio figures are quite common / 
and a few large erythrocytes are to be seen with two distinct 
nuclei. Myelocytes and polymorphonuclears are present in 
relatively small numbers.

Liver. Weight 49 grammes. The lower part of the right 
lobe shows some slight mottling on the sufface* The organ is 
dark red in colour. The gall bladder is rather distended and 
full of bile but no calculi are present. The Prussian blue 
reaction is positive. On microscopical examination the 
capillaries throughout the organ are seen to be dilated and 
filled with red cells and their precursors. Patches of myelo
genous hyperplasia are scattered through fche section. A 
considerable quantity of haemosiderin is visible in the 
liver cells.

Spleen. Weight 14.6 grammes. The organ is slightly 
mottled on the surface. On section it is dark red in colour 
but is quite firm in consistence. The Malpighian bodies seem 
scanty and are difficult to detect. The Prussian blue reaction 
is weakly positive. On microscopical examination the Malpighian 
bodies are not well defined and seem to be atrophied and 
diminished in number* The pulp is pakced with cells; chiefly 7^ 
primitive eyythroblasts. Mitotic figures, although scarce, 
are present among the cells in the pulp tissue.

Klcfaeys. Weight together 13.8 grammes. Wo abnormality 
is detected on naked-eye examination. Microscopically, a 
number/
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number of the capillaries are dilated and filled with many 
forms of red cells* This "capillary stasis" occurs as 
scattered patches and is not evenly distributed throughout 
the organ* The glomeruli appear to contain more cells than 
normally; many having the same morphological character as 
the lymphoidocytes*

Bone Marrow* The naked-eye appearances suggest 
nothing abnormal* Stained preparations show that the fat 
is very much diminished and that the sinuses are dilated 
and closely packed with red cells in all stages of formation* 
The trabeculae are atrophied; the general appearances 
suggesting that they have been crushed out of existence by 
pressure from the dilated sinuses* The myelogenous tissue 
is considerably diminished and only exists in the form of a 
few scattered foci* Mitotic forms are to be found among 
the primitive red cells and myelocytes*

EXPERIMENT. An emulsion from the liver and spleen 
from the above animal was inoculated at once in to 8 healthy 
fowls of the same breed (White Leghorn) and each about one 
year old* Part of the emulsion was filtered through a 
Berkefeld candle and each of 5 fowls received 5 c*c* of 
the filtrate, the others receiving an equal quantity of 
the unfiltered material* Cultures made in bouillon, in 
Noguchi’s kidney and ascitic fluid medium and on the blood 
agar plates both before and after filtration showed no 
growth after 7 days*
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The following is the history of one of the fowls inoculated 
from Fowl F.

Fowl l.h. white Leghorn. On 9th November, 1925, the 
bird was inoculated intravenously with 5 c.c. of the unfiltered 
emulsion of liver and spleen from Fowl F. On the day of 
inoculation the bird weighed 5| pounds and the haemoglobin 
was 67io (Sahli). A month later the weight was 5 lbs 10 ozs 
and the haemoglobin was 64$. On 11th Feb., 1924 the weight- 
had increased by 5 ozs. and the haemoglobin was 65^. On 
the 20th March the weight was 4 lbs 2 ozs and the haemoglobin 
had not altered. On 50th April the bird was found lying 
dead. Previous to this no jaundice, lethargy or loss of 
weight significant of illness had bmen observed and it 
was assumed that the animal was healthy. This fowl could 
not have been dead for more than half an hour before it was 
discovered and a post mortem examination was performed at 
once. The weight was 4 lbs. The skin was not jaundiced and 
the fat throughout the body appeared to be normal in quantity. 
The heart, lungs and alimentary tract appeared healthy. The 
following is a description of the appearances found in the 
blood and organs.

Blood films. The films were made from the heart 
blood immediately the thorax had been opened. The blood 
picture is that of a megaloblastic anaemia. There are 
a/
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a large number of erythroblas.ts in all stage® of maturity 
but mitotic forms are scarce* The majority of the primitive 
red cells contain no haemoglobin and appear to be basophil 
erythroblaste or lymphoidocytes* There is a considerable 
decrease, both absolutely and relatively, in the number of

tcells of the granular series* The following is a differential 
count of 300 white cellsj-

Polymorphonuclears. 10*0$
Lymphocytes* 79*0#
Mast cells* 1*3$
Monocytes. 6.3$
Myelocytes. 3.3$

Bone Marrow Smear* Dry films and wet films fixed 
at once in Zenker’s fluid are made. The films are stained 
with Leishman’s stain, Ehrlich’s triacid stain and with 
haemalum and eosin. The striking feature, on examining 
these preparations, is the scanty number of adult 
erythrocytes and of granular cells. The large 
majority of the cells are primitive erythroblaste.
Mitotic forms are not common but occasional megaloblasts 
with twin nuclei are present.

Bone Marrow* The colour of the marrow appears to 
be a slightly darker red that is usual in the healthy fowl X  
and the fat is almost entirely absent. On microscopical 
examination/
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examination, the tissue is found to be almost free from fat 
and to consist of greatly dilated sinuses which are densely 
packed with lymphoidocytes* Adult erythrocytes and even 
polychromatbphil erythroblasts are very scanty* The 
dilatation of the marrow sinuses appears to have crushed 
out of existence by far the greater part of the trabecular 
framework, and, in consequence, the granular cells are present 
only in a few scattered foci* Mitotic figures are present in 
small numbers.

Liver* Weight 50*2 gms* The organ is smooth and red, 
and it shows no mottling on the surface or on section* There 
is slight fatty change* The gall bladder is not distended 
and it contains no calculi* On microscopical examination 
the capillaries between the groups of liver cells are found 
to be distended and packed with lymphoidocytes and erythro
blasts* Adult erythrofcytes are also present in fair numbers*
The areas of myelogenous tissue around the portal tracts are 
not hypertrophied or increased in number, but surrounding 
a number of the vessels small dans ely packed foci of 
lymphoidocytes may be seen* Beneath the endothelial lining 
of the capillaries and in the substance of the liver cells 
there are a few areas cons^ting of lymphoidocytes, erythroblasts 
and myelocytes similar in appearance to the haemopoletic foci 
to be seen in the foetal organ* These appearances are not normal 
and/
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and suggest that active blood formation Is occurring and 
that the liver has returned to its foetal function of 
haematogenesis* There is no cirrhosis* The Prussian 
blue reaction is very weak and is limited to the cells 
of the endothelial lining of the liver capillaries*

Soleen* Weight 2*8 grammes* The organ is firm 
and it is dark red in colour both on the surface and 
on section* The4 Malpighian bodies are visible but are 
not very clear* On microscopical examination, the pulp 
is densely packed with lymphocytes, lymphoidocytes and 
red cells* Granular leucocytes are scanty* Some of 
the Malpighian follicles show active germinal centres.
There is no cirrhosis and the Prussian blue reaction is 
not present*

Kidneys* The organs are pale but no gross abnormality 
is to be detected on naked-eye examination* Microscopically 
very little infiltration of the capillaries is observed, but 
here and there, scattered throughout the section dilated 
capillaries are seen containing lymphoidocytes and other 
erythroblasts. There is no hyperplasia of the myelogenous 
element which is present in the pelvis of the kidney and 
the granular cells which are found in the section are not 
in excess of normal*



the virus of fowl aitamia and l b o k a m i a .

It has been shewn that the pernicious type of anaemia 
in fowls can be transmitted to healthy birds by the inoculation 
of an emulsion of tissue from the diseased bird* In my 
experiments the disease has been passed through two generations 
as follows

Fowl 1.
4Fowl F.4Fowl 1-h.

Further, EXlerroann has reproduced the disease even after 
the emulsion has been passed through a Berkefeld or Feichel 
filter* This experiment disproves the suggestions made that 
the reproduction of the condition is due to the grafting of •
tumour cells, or that what is called leukaemia in fowls is

(15)
deally a form of tuberculosis. (Burchardt). From this 
the conclusion may be drawn that the causal agent is either 
of the nature of a toxin or a living filterable virus. But 
Ellermann has shewn that the incubation period of the disease 
is progressively shortened by passage through animals until 
a certain point is reached at which it remains constant. On 
the other hand, however, many passages may be made the 
proportion of "takes* remains very constant (50 per cent).
It is very difficult to imagine, therefore, how this noxious 
agent/
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agent can be a toxin while the proof that it is of the
nature of a living virus is almost conclusive.

It has been abundantly proved that this virus is
not strictly specific because it may cause pernicious
anaemia in one fowl, myelogenous leukaemia In another
and lymphatic leukaemia in a third. The following figures
show the relative frequency of the various forms obtained 

(14)by Ellermann; Anaemia 69 per cent, Myelogenous Leukaemia
18 per cent, and Lymphatic Leukaemia 15 per cent.

Nothing Is known regarding the natural transmission
of the disease among fowls but it has been suggested
that some blood sucking insects perform the role of
disseminating agents. While experimenting with certain

(14)
of these insects Ellermann recently had one positive 
result when using Cimex lectularius. but until this 
observation has been repeated many times no definite 
conclusion can be drawn.
DISCUSSION ON THE ANALOGY BETWEEN LEUKAEMIA AND PERNICIOttS 

AW&BJIA IN FOWLS AND IN THE HUMAN SUBJB3T.

Myelogenous Leukaemia. In fowls' this condition occurs 
in a myelocytic form; a myeloblastic form; an aleukaemic 
form, and finally, as a leukaemia associated with tumour 
formation. The disease is uniformly fatal and is not 
usually associated with a marked degree of anaemia. 
Histological examination reveals a proliferation of the 
parent/
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parent cells of the granular series throughout the haemo- 
poietic tissues; and this proliferation is not associated 
with the normal nuclear and cytoplasmic differentiation 
which occurs in a simple leucocytosis. Thus the clinical 
manifestations of this disease in the fowl correspond very 
closely, if not identically, with human myelogenous leuk
aemia, while the morbid anatomy of the two conditions is 
strikingly similar.

Lymphatic Leukaemia. In this disease the analogy is 
not so close because there is no leukaemic change In the 
blood. However, the morbid anatomy of this condition 
presents very similar features to human lymphatic leukaemia.

Pernicious Anaemia. A description has been given and 
examples cited of an anaemia which Is progressive and 
uniformly fatal In its course, although remissions may 
occur during which the fowl is apparently healthy. It has 
been shown that there are primitive and pathological forms 
of red cells in the blood corresponding with a pathological 
form of erythrogenesis in the bone marrow, and that there 
is an abnormal deposit of iron in the organs. The parallel 
between this anaemia in fowls and the cryptogenic pernicious 
anaemia in man appears to be very close.

It has been shewn, however, that this anaemia and 
leukaemia in fowls are infective in origin and are caused 
by the same agent. If it be accepted that tliese diseases 
in/



in fowls are analogous to the similar pathological processes
♦

occurring in man it may, therefore, he justifiable to continue
the analogy further and to suggest that pernicious anaemia
and the two forms of leukaemia in the human subject are
closely identified with one another in their etiology and
that this is of the nature of an infective process* The
toxic nature of pernicious anaemia in man appears to be
accepted by all clinicians and pathologists.
The pathological evidence in favour of this was afforded by

(15)Muir in his study of the bone marrow in several cases of 
the disease* "In the marrow there is a return to a sort of
embryonic condition.   This reversion is not a primary
pathological condition, but a process compensatory to the long 
standing drain. These changes are chiefly of the nature of 
degenerations, and are to be referred principally to direct 
toxic action." With regard to leukaemia Muir again has 
summed up our knowledge of the etiology of the disease as 
follows: "In the absence of knowledge regarding the agent
producing the excessive proliferation of leucocytes we 
cannot definitely assign the place of leukaemia in the
category of disease* On the whole it presents most points
of analogy to the growth of tumours, the analogy being 
especially striking in the lymphatic variety but, on the 
other hand, it Is not absurd to suppose that it may yet

(17)prove to be due to a microparasite." Goodft.ll and Alexander 
discussing/
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discussing examples of acute rayelocythaemia and chloroma,
while adhering to the view that the leucoblastic proliferation
is more closely allied to tumour growth than to any other
condition, make the suggestion *as something more than a mere
speculation than leukaemia is closely allied to a malignant
process, and that both leukaemia and malignant disease may
yet prove to be the result of inf ections*w

In this connexion examples in which the disease was
(18)apparently contagious may be quoted* Obrastow In 1892

described a case of acute leukaemia occurring in a male
nurse who was attending a patient suffering from the same (19)
disease* Bie In 1910 described a similar case In which 
a servant girl who was responsible for cleaning the patient’s
bedroom developed the disease shortly before the patient died*(20)
Arnsperger Investigated a small area near Heidelberg where
leukaemia was apparently endemic* Finally, Arnsperger and(21)Weiss quote examples in which there was an undoubted 
family tendency to leukaemia*

If then one goes so far as to say that the experiments 
with leukaemia in fowls seem to lend a certain amount of 
support to thetheory that human leukaemia is due to some 
infective process, one is immediately faced with the second 
part of the analogy, viz* that human leukaemia and some 
cases of pernicious anaemia are each different manifestations 
of one and the same pathological process. Fundamentally, each
of/
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of these diseases consists of a pathological form of hyper
plasia occurring in response to some unknown influence acting 
on the marrow* Here, however, the similarity between the two 
conditions seems to end* On the other hand, it is interesting
to note that, speaking generally, lymphatic leukaemia is

themost common in early childhood at which period/lymphatic
elements in the body are most active; that myelocytic leukaemia
is chiefly a disease t>f young adult life when the myeloid
tissues are working at "full pressure;" and that pernicious
anaemia is a disease of senescence during which the whole
haemopoietic system is liable to react in a pathological manner
to any prolonged destructive agent* Thus when the blood
forming tissues are in a vigorous state of activity a
proliferative process tends to take place; whereas after
this stage has been passed and the tissues have entered
upon a period of relative quiescence a destructive process
is the rule* Anomalous appearances of the blood, such as
the so-called Leukaaaemia, in which it is hard to say whether
myelocytic leukaemia or pernicious anaemia is the primary
condition, lend some support to the theory that these diseases
are related to one another* Against this there ie the fact
that obly one case appears to have been recorded of leukaemia
developing in a patient infected with the bothriocephalus

(22)latus, a parasite which is not infrequently associated 
with an anaemia of the pernicious type* The explanation of 
this/



this may be what is at present no more than an hypothesis, 
viz.; that leukaemia is caused by a specific agent which in 
its turn is only one of the several agents capable of 
producing a pernicious anaemia.



SUMMARY.
 ---- 0O0-----

1. The appearances of the Blood and Haemopoietic 
Tissues in the healthy young fowl are described.

2. A detailed account is given of the appearances 
of the Blood and Haemopoletic Tissues in three examples 
of fowl anaemia and experiments are described showing 
that from the original Fowl 6 the disease was trans
mitted to the second generation at which point the 
strain died out.

3* The analogy between Leukaemia and Pernicious 
Anaemia in fowls and in the human subject is discussed. 
The analogy appears to be very close and in view of the 
fact that these conditions are of an infective nature in 
fowls the possibility that they are of a similar nature 
in the human subject is discussed. Further, since the 
virus in fowls is capable of giving rise to each variety 
of leukaemia and to pernicious anaemia, the question of 
whether or not leukaemia and pernicious anaemia in the 
human subject are related to one another is discussed#
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CONCLUSION.
------ 0O0-------

It is obvious that no final conclusions can be 
drawn regarding either the infective nature of leukaemia 
or the etiological relationship between leukaemia and 
pernicious anaemia; but it seems reasonable to believe 
that the experimental work which has been done on 
leukaemia in fowls gives some added support to the 
infective theory of the similar disease in man. That 
some close etiological relationship exists between the 
cryptogenic pernicious anaemia and leukaemia can be 
looked upon as but a theory, postulated as the result 
of argument by analogy, but at the same time worthy 
of some consideration.

 oOo-----
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